
Four sonnets 
 
18 
 
 
where the ideological eunuchs flutter & flare 
taking the 5th with their clashing flashing eyes 
lies & hypocrisy rise to the highest level with 
freight loads of vanity enough to sink the ship 
 
woe unto those responsible for notorious outbreaks   
as the heat starts rising when the detractors pounce 
fake mirth levels immediately go up & stay viral when 
unforeseen events of human mixing may not match 
 
intelligence is best drawn to that which is not said 
pay attention when the unspoken indicators line up 
rounding up opinions for execution can be alarming 
 
the right to insult is not and should not be socially free 
ie moral considerations should not have barren progeny 
as the integrity of the subjective demands an ethical arc 
 
 
 
26 
 
 
is a CONTAGION OF BICKERS a symptom 
of how delusion arises in the minds of those 
blinded by too much of their own certainty 
given they confound effects with causes? 
 
political entropy swinging like saloon doors 
uncoordinated diplomatic mayhem abounds 
speeches sounding like shoveled dark matter 
slo-mo moments done by contentious fiasco 
 
spineless wonders devoid of anything ethical 
words said to the right, acts done by left step 
the hypocrisy enough to infuriate a Redeemer 
 



their elitist cultural illiteracy proudly voiced 
fake lives full of throttle and throwaway shots 
always on track to really lose big more time 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
46 
 
 
presenting freshly hog-tied wingnut ideas as 
CONVULSIVE ARTIFICE is done for show 
giving better credence is out of the question 
as hard core cracks show up in the flummox 
 
the candidates wear manly shades of nada 
mental pulsions are seemingly not propelled 
transparent truther schemes gaslight further 
malevolent exhaust which lethally chokes us  
 
three days from shutdown & everyone freaks 
the irony of political book value is less the loss 
& the only culture around here is a bacterial one 
 
trading barbs of a sharply ridiculous rhetoric 
further corrupts an already depressed public 
only fueling the Zeitgeist one big lie at a time 
 
 
 
 
65 
 
 
they who suck big time on their neutrino lollipops 
are questionably part of braking the breaking news  
selective perception gaps fuel the dehydrated minds 



versions of ruckus roil & RUMBLE THE UMBRA 
 
the national debt fetish has no redemption 
elite failures with high credibility burn rates 
leaving a tenuous future abandoned & wet 
by generating bogus games against humanity 
 
fraudsters gush to the left and to the right 
as the long suffering minions lobby the Deity 
when they wrongly get fired for being under fire 
 
rough contempt goes suing for more attention 
by heinously profiting from the dire mire while 
gunning for deals beyond all this dark insanity 
 


